Bioartificial Sinus Node Constructed via In Vivo Gene Transfer of an Engineered Pacemaker HCN Channel Reduces the Dependence on Electronic Pacemaker in a Sick-Sinus Syndrome Model
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Background—The normal cardiac rhythm originates in the sinoatrial (SA) node that anatomically resides in the right atrium. Malfunction of the SA node leads to various forms of arrhythmias that necessitate the implantation of electronic pacemakers. We hypothesized that overexpression of an engineered HCN construct via somatic gene transfer offers a flexible approach for fine-tuning cardiac pacing in vivo.

Methods and Results—Using various electrophysiological and mapping techniques, we examined the effects of in situ focal expression of HCN1-H9004/H9004/H9004, the S3-S4 linker of which has been shortened to favor channel opening, on impulse generation and conduction. Single left ventricular cardiomyocytes isolated from guinea pig hearts preinjected with the recombinant adenovirus Ad-CMV-GFP-IRES-HCN1-H9004/H9004/H9004 in vivo uniquely exhibited automaticity with a normal firing rate (237±12 bpm). High-resolution ex vivo optical mapping of Ad-CGI-HCN1-H9004/H9004/H9004–injected Langendorff-perfused hearts revealed the generation of spontaneous action potentials from the transduced region in the left ventricle. To evaluate the efficacy of our approach for reliable atrial pacing, we generated a porcine model of sick-sinus syndrome by guided radiofrequency ablation of the native SA node, followed by implantation of a dual-chamber electronic pacemaker to prevent bradycardia-induced hemodynamic collapse. Interestingly, focal transduction of Ad-CGI-HCN1-H9004/H9004/H9004 in the left atrium of animals with sick-sinus syndrome reproducibly induced a stable, catecholamine-responsive in vivo “bioartificial node” that exhibited a physiological heart rate and was capable of reliably pacing the myocardium, substantially reducing electronic pacing.

Conclusions—The results of the present study provide important functional and mechanistic insights into cardiac automaticity and have further refined an HCN gene–based therapy for correcting defects in cardiac impulse generation. (Circulation. 2006;114:1000-1011.)
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The normal cardiac rhythm originates in the sinoatrial (SA) node that anatomically resides in the right atrium (RA). Malfunctions of the SA node due to aging or disease lead to various forms of arrhythmias that necessitate the implantation of electronic pacemakers. If, encoded by the hyperpolarization-activated cyclic-nucleotide–modulated (HCN) channel gene family, is a key player in pacing, although its mechanistic role remains to be fully dissected. Pathophysiologically, human HCN mutations have been linked to sinus node dysfunction. To date, 4 isoforms, namely, HCN1, HCN2, HCN3, and HCN4, each with a distinct pattern of tissue distribution and biophysical profiles, have been identified. Of the 2 predominant isoforms in the SA node, time-dependent HCN1 currents open 40 times faster than those of HCN4 channels; the fastest isoform, HCN1, activates at approximately −80 mV, with opening time constants in the range of seconds.

Editorial p 986
HCN1, HCN2, HCN3, and HCN4 readily coassemble (except between HCN2 and HCN3) in different stoichiometries to form heterotetramers with properties that cannot be readily predicted from the individual isoforms. Therefore, native If has a complex molecular identity that depends...
on the species, tissue type, and particular isoforms expressed. Furthermore, HCN channels activate at more positive voltages in neonatal cardiomyocytes (CMs) than in their adult counterparts and other mammalian expression systems, which suggests that the gating properties of $I_f$ are also highly context-dependent. Although overexpression of HCN1 or HCN2 in spontaneously firing, $I_f$-expressing neonatal left ventricular (LV) cells hastens their firing rate, neither of the wild-type (WT) channels alone suffices to induce pacing in quiescent adult LV CMs that intrinsically lack $I_f$ presumably due to their negative activation profiles. Thus, native $I_f$ is difficult to reproduce by simple expression of a single HCN isoform. Here, we took advantage of the engineered construct HCN1-EVY235-7ΔΔΔ (HCN1-ΔΔΔ) channels, the S3-S4 linker of which has been systematically shortened by deleting residues 235 to 237 to favor channel opening and thereby compensate for any context-dependent gating effects. We conjectured that overexpressing EVY235-7ΔΔΔ channels alone in atrial or ventricular CMs can sufficiently mimic the heteromultimeric native nodal $I_f$ without the need for simultaneous manipulation of the expression levels of multiple HCN isoforms and/or other modifying subunits and factors that may be present in nodal but not muscle cells. Indeed, our experiments show that HCN1-ΔΔΔ channels, when expressed in native ventricular or atrial CMs, exhibit biophysical properties that better mimic those of the heteromultimeric native nodal $I_f$ than WT channels. To further explore the potential of engineered HCN channels for therapies, the effects of in situ focal expression of HCN1-ΔΔΔ in the left atrium (LA) or LV on impulse generation and conduction were examined with various ex vivo and in vivo mapping techniques.

Methods

Adenovirus-Mediated Gene Transfer

Polymerase chain reaction–based mutagenesis of mouse HCN1 (kindly provided by Dr Steve Siegelbaum, Columbia University, New York, NY) of the bicistronic adenovirus shuttle vector pAdCMV-GFP-IREs (pAdCGI) was performed with overlapping oligonucleotides as described in our previous publications. The internal ribosomal entry site allows the simultaneous translation of 2 open reading frames. To determine whether focal transduction could capture the myocardium, we used the same animal model and optical mapping system that we recently reported. In brief, after surgical dissection of the RA, a specialized cryoprobe was inserted into the right ventricular (RV) cavity and placed in contact with the high septum, 1 mm below the base of the heart; liquid nitrogen was then rapidly and continuously passed through the probe via a commercially available cryopun (Brymill Inc, Ellington, Conn) for 2 minutes, which resulted in ablation of the RV-facing septum and the endocardial surface of the basal RV free wall but not the LV. This procedure resulted in a marked suppression of the intrinsic guinea pig heart rate (<10 bpm). Hearts were then stained with the voltage-sensitive dye di-4-ANEPPS (Invitrogen, Molecular Probes, Eugene, Ore) and placed in a custom-designed, temperature-controlled imaging chamber for optical measurement of action potentials (APs).

Porcine Sick-Sinus Syndrome Model and Catheter-Based Gene Transfer

Anesthesia of miniswine (weight 45 to 55 kg) was performed by intravenous injection of propofol and isoflurane (1%) with intubation and mechanical ventilation. After vascular access was obtained via femoral venous cutdown, a 7F electrophysiologic catheter ( Biosense Webster, Diamond Bar, Calif) was introduced into the RA and navigated to the SA node located between the junction of superior vena cava and high RA. Radiofrequency energy was then delivered with a Stockert 70 RF generator (Biosense Webster) in the temperature control mode and maximum output set at 50°C and 35 W, respectively, at sites exhibiting the earliest endocardial activation during sinus rhythm. Repeated episodes of radiofrequency ablation up to 60 seconds in duration were delivered until sinus dysfunction occurred, as evidenced by a marked reduction in the baseline sinus rate (to <35 bpm). After ablation, we implanted a dual-chamber pacemaker (Medtronic Inc, Minneapolis, Minn, or Guidant Corp, St Paul, Minn) with 1 lead positioned at the high anterolateral wall of the RA and another at the RV apex to provide supportive pacing if the mean heart rate dropped below 60 bpm. Through a left thoracotomy, AdCGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ (2×10¹¹ PFU) was injected in the LA appendage. A metal clip was used to mark the injection site. The location was further confirmed by immunohistochemistry. AdCGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ–injected hearts were fixed in formalin (10%) and embedded in paraffin. Paraffin sections (4 μm) were cut, deparaffinized, rehydrated, and incubated in 10% normal goat serum (Chemicon, Temecula, Calif). Rabbit polyclonal anti-GFP antibody (1:100, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc, Santa Cruz, Calif) was added and incubated at 4°C overnight. After blocking in 3% H₂O₂ in methanol, the positive signals were visualized by the Dako Envision+ kit (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark). Preimmune serum was used as a negative control. Whereas adenoviruses with concentrations ~10-fold higher than that used in the present study can lead to intense inflammation followed by loss of transgene expression, only a very limited inflammatory response, as qualitatively assessed by visual inspection, was noted in our experiments. In any event, phenotypic changes were not observed between sham and Ad-CGI–injected groups.
Electroanatomic Mapping
Ten to 14 days after the injection procedure, we assessed the endocardial activation patterns in animals with sick-sinus syndrome (SSS) by detailed electroanatomic mapping of the atria. A nonfluoroscopic magnetic electroanatomic system (CARTO; Biosense Webster) was used to measure the spatial distribution of local endocardial activation times relative to a reference electrogram. By moving the mapping catheter to different locations in the RA and LA during spontaneous or atrially paced beats, a color-coded 3-dimensional endocardial activation map was constructed (red, earliest activation; purple, latest activation). Normal sinus rhythm in nonablated animals was also mapped for reference.

Cellular Electrophysiology
Electrical recordings were performed with the whole-cell patch-clamp technique with an Axopatch 200B amplifier and the software pClamp 9.2 (Axon Instruments Inc, Foster City, Calif). A xenon arc lamp was used to view GFP fluorescence at 488/530 nm (excitation/emission). Successfully transduced cells were recognized by their green epifluorescence. Patch pipettes were prepared from 1.5-mm thin-walled borosilicate glass tubes with a Sutter micropipette puller P-97 (Sutter Instrument, Novato, Calif) and had typical resistances of 3 to 5 MΩ when filled with an internal solution containing (in mmol/L): KCl 20; MgCl₂ 1; Na-GTP 0.1; Mg-ATP 5; Na₂-phosphocreatine 5; EGTA 1; HEPES 10; pH adjusted to 7.3 with KOH. The external bath solution was composed of (in mmol/L): NaCl 140; KCl 5; glucose 10; MgCl₂ 1; CaCl₂ 1; HEPES 10; pH adjusted to 7.4 with NaOH. Voltage- and current-clamp recordings were performed at body temperatures (~37°C). For voltage-clamp recording of Iᵢ, CaCl₂ 200 μmol/L and 4-aminopyridine 4 mmol/L were added to block Iₑᵢ, and Iᵣ, respectively. For current-clamp recording of APs, the stimulating current was 5 ms in duration. The data presented here have not been corrected for the junction potential (15.1 mV).

Electrophysiological Protocols and Data Analysis
To elicit inward currents, cells were held at −30 mV and pulsed from 0 to −140 mV with 10-mV increments for 2 seconds, followed by a 1-second −100-mV pulse. Iᵢ was defined as the 10 μmol/L ZD7288-sensitive, 1-mmol/L Ba²⁺-insensitive, time-dependent current and Iᵣ as the 1-mmol/L Ba²⁺-sensitive current. For recording of APs, cells were held at 0 pA without stimulation (for electrically active cells) or with a stimulation of 0.1 to 1 nA/5 ms to elicit a response.

Figure 1. Ba²⁺-sensitive Iᵢ (A, C) and Ba²⁺-subtracted Iᵢ (B, D) recorded from LV CMs freshly isolated from control (open symbols) and Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ–injected (solid symbols) adult guinea pigs as indicated, and their corresponding current-voltage (I-V) relationships (E, F). Activation kinetics (G) and steady state activation (H) of Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ–induced currents.
The voltage dependence of HCN channel activation was assessed by plotting time-dependent tail currents measured immediately after pulsing to $-1100$ mV, normalized to the maximum tail current, as a function of the preceding 2-second test pulse. These recordings were made in the presence of 1-mmol/L BaCl$_2$ to block $I_{K1}$. Data were fit to the Boltzmann function with the Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm in a nonlinear least-squares procedure:

$$
m(V) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{\frac{V-V_{1/2}}{k}}},
$$

where $V$ is the test potential, $V_{1/2}$ is the half-point of the relationship, and $k = \frac{RT}{zF}$ is the slope factor. All data reported were mean±SEM, with $P<0.05$ indicating statistical significance as determined with an unpaired Student $t$ test.

The authors had full access to the data and take full responsibility for its integrity. All authors have read and agree to the manuscript as written.

**Results**

**Overexpression of HCN1-ΔΔΔ Channels in Guinea Pig LV CMs**

Figure 1 shows that $I_{K1}$ (A and E), which could be completely blocked by 1-mmol/L Ba$^{2+}$ (B and F), was robustly expressed in LV CMs freshly isolated from non-Ad-CGI–injected or Ad-CGI–injected adult guinea pig hearts ($n=12$ from 4 animals). For LV CMs isolated from animals 72 to 96 hours after in vivo gene transfer of Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ via intracardiac injection, a similar Ba$^{2+}$-sensitive $I_{K1}$ with properties not different from control cells was also expressed (Figure 1C and 1E; $P>0.05$). By contrast, a time-dependent current component, reminiscent of nodal $I_f$, could be recorded after 1-mmol/L Ba$^{2+}$ subtraction ($n=6$; Figure 1D). This Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ-induced $I_f$-like component, sensitive to the known HCN blocker Cs$^+$ or ZD7288 (data not shown), increased in magnitude and became faster with progressive hyperpolarization (Figure 1F and 1G). The midpoint ($V_{1/2}$) and slope factor ($k$) derived from the steady-state activation curve were $-61.9±1.6$ mV and $9.7±1.0$, respectively (Figure 1H). Of note, the current density ($=4.5$ pA/pF at $-80$ mV) was comparable to that of native guinea pig pacemaker cells ($=5$ pA/pF at $-80$ mV). Taken together, Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ–induced $I_f$ had properties that largely resembled those of endogenous heteromultimeric nodal $I_f$.

**Ventricular Automaticity Was Observed Exclusively in Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ–Transduced Cardiomyocytes**

Shown in Figure 2A (left) is a typical control ventricular cell that was normally electrically quiescent with no spontaneous activity. The resting membrane potential was $-76±5$ mV ($n=7$). On injection of a stimulating current ($=0.5$ nA for 5 ms), the same cell generated a single AP, which indicates normal excitability. Addition of 1-mmol/L Ba$^{2+}$ to block $I_{K1}$ destabilized the normal resting membrane potential and subsequently resulted in spontaneous firing at an average cycle length of $689±132$ ms, which was $=3$-fold slower than that of guinea pig nodal cells (Figure 2A, right), similar to that induced by $I_{K1}$ genetic suppression. Collectively, these observations indicate that although $I_{K1}$ suppression unleashes latent pacemaker activity of ventricular CMs, it is insufficient to reproduce the normal frequency of endogenous nodal pacing.

We next investigated the functional consequences of Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ–mediated $I_f$ overexpression in the AP waveform of LV CMs. Without $I_{K1}$ inhibition, automaticity was exclusively observed in Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ–transduced cells ($n=6$) but never in control (untransduced or Ad-CGI–transduced) cells. The AP-firing rate ($237±12$ bpm) was similar to that of the native heart rate of guinea pigs and
much higher than that induced by Ba²⁺ (P<0.05) or Kir2.1-AAA. Of note, the maximum diastolic potential (−62±2 mV, n=6; P<0.05) was significantly depolarized relative to the resting membrane potential of control LV CMs and was associated with a gradual phase 4 depolarization (slope=0.15±0.02 mV/ms, n=6). These properties were typical of genuine nodal If. Nonetheless, the rapid AP upstroke (V=93±15 mV/ms, n=6) and overshoot observed were indicative of the ventricular origin of these rhythmic “pacemaker-like” cells. AP firing of Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ-transduced cells could be silenced by ZD7288 (data not shown).

High-Resolution Ex Vivo Optical Mapping of Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ-Transduced Guinea Pig Hearts

Although we have presented evidence that Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ transduction suffices to confer on single, silent-but-excitable LV CMs automaticity with a normal firing rate, it remains unclear whether focal expression in the intact heart can generate a sufficient depolarizing current source capable of initiating a propagating wave front (due to the electrotonic sink caused by cell-to-cell coupling). Recently, we adopted an ex vivo model of Langendorff-perfused guinea pig hearts in combination with a high-resolution optical AP mapping technique to study the pacemaking ability of electrically active human embryonic stem cell–derived cardiac tissues after in vivo transplantation. Using the same approach, we next attempted to determine whether focal injection of Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ into the LV can produce a functional pacing source.

Shown in Figure 3A are volume-conducted ECGs recorded from representative control and Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ-injected hearts, ex vivo, before and after cryoablation of the AV node. Before ablation, control and Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ-preinjected hearts exhibited similar volume-conducted ECGs (Figure 3A). In fact, the average RR interval (95±14 bpm control, 102±16 bpm Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ, P=NS) and QRS duration (22±4 ms control, 24±6 ms Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ, P=NS) in both groups were comparable. As anticipated, the cryoablation procedure resulted in a marked suppression of the intrinsic rhythm. Interestingly, whereas in control hearts only sporadic, irregular beats (rate <10 bpm) with interrupted episodes of electrical silence were observed...
activation spread from a source of ventricular origin (ie, similar to ventricular paced rhythms).

To precisely define the origin of the depolarization wave front in control and Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ-injected hearts, we performed high-resolution optical AP mapping. Shown in Figure 3B are detailed contour maps recorded every 0.6 ms from the epicardial surface of a representative control guinea pig heart that depict the sequential spread of the depolarizing wave front before and after cryoablation of the AV node. In accordance with our previous results, the spread of membrane depolarization of control hearts was very rapid across the epicardial surface (Figure 3B) before cryoablation. Multiple points of epicardial breakthrough from deeper intramyocardial layers were observed, which reflects a normal ventricular activation sequence via the His-Purkinje conduction system (n=9). After cryoablation, however, the same control hearts exhibited a marked loss of rhythmic activity characterized by long episodes of electrical silence (up to several seconds in duration; Figure 3B). This was not due to loss of intrinsic ventricular excitability, because these preparations could be readily paced via unipolar extracellular wires placed on the LV epicardium and LV endocardium (without change in diastolic pacing threshold or epicardial AP duration and morphology24).

Interestingly, as in controls, hearts that were preinjected with Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ also exhibited an epicardial wave...
Figure 7. A, Representative surface ECG recording from leads I, II, III, V1, and V5 and intracardiac recording from RA and coronary sinus (CS) during baseline sinus rhythm (top) and spontaneous LA rhythm after Ad-CGI-HCN1-H9004-H9004-H9004 injection (bottom). Note the differences in P-wave morphology on surface ECG and the activation sequences in the RA and CS electrograms. B, The baseline heart rate of spontaneous LA rhythm of this particular animal was 70 bpm (left), which increased to 98 bpm after 1 μg · min⁻¹ · kg⁻¹ isoproterenol infusion (right). No changes in P-wave morphologies after isoproterenol infusion were noted, which suggests the same origin of the LA rhythm. Typical tracings of (C) AP and (D) I, recorded from control (left) and Ad-CGI-HCN1-H9004-H9004-H9004-transduced (right) LA cells as indicated, and the corresponding I-V relationships (bottom), are shown. E, I-V relationships of I, recorded from control and transduced cells.
front breakthrough pattern before cryoablation (Figure 3B, left), which indicates that the effect of focal Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ ΔΔΔ expression, if any, was masked by the intrinsic junctional rhythm. However, in stark contrast to control preparations, cryoablation in Ad-CGI-HCN1–ΔΔΔ ΔΔΔ–injected hearts was uniquely associated with an activation wave front that originated from a discrete focal source that corresponded to the injection site and that spread in a planar fashion along the epicardial surface, consistent with a relatively superficial origin (Figure 3B, right). This activation pattern was similar to that induced by electrically active human embryonic stem cell–derived cardiac cells except that the induced rate was markedly higher (Figure 3A). Shown in Figure 4 are contour maps of the depolarizing wave front (left) and APs (right) from adjacent recording sites in another Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ ΔΔΔ–injected heart. Again, after ablation, a depolarization wave front formed from a discrete source within the mapping field that spread epicardially with a significant time delay (11 ms) compared with before (<2 ms) the procedure (Figure 4, right).

Generating a Porcine SSS Model
Encouraged by our optical mapping experiments, which demonstrated clear successful pacing of the intact LV by reinjection of Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ ΔΔΔ, we next switched to a large-animal (porcine) model that exhibits an intrinsic baseline sinus rate (78±14 bpm; n=11) and key atrial and ventricular anatomic features more similar to those of humans. We first developed a porcine SSS model by radiofrequency ablation of the SA node to produce sinus node dysfunction and bradycardia (Figure 5A through 5C). To prevent asystole or bradycardia-related hemodynamic compromise after ablation, we implanted a dual-chamber electronic pacemaker with 1 electrode positioned at the high anterolateral wall of the RA and another at the RV apex.

To further validate our porcine SSS model, we closely monitored the heart rhythm of ablated pigs for 2 weeks using pacemaker telemetry monitoring. Indeed, persistent SA node dysfunction was observed in 11 of 14 animals; the electronic pacemaker–recorded heart rate histogram in SSS animals showed that the intrinsic rates were predominantly slower than the lowest programmed rate of 60 bpm and required device-supported atrial electrical stimulations during 78±12% of the monitored period.

Engineering an In Vivo Bioartificial SA Node to Correct SSS via Focal Atrial Transduction of HCN1-ΔΔΔ ΔΔΔ
We next injected either Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ ΔΔΔ (n=5), Ad-CGI (n=2), or saline (n=2) into the LA appendage of SSS animals (Figure 6A and 6B). At 10 to 14 days after injection, a stable spontaneous atrial rhythm with an average rate of 64±9 bpm could be detected in Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ ΔΔΔ–injected SSS animals (Figure 7A). The elevation in intrinsic heart rate reduced the dependence on device-supported atrial pacing from 69±18% to only 14±15% (n=5, P=0.02; see Data Supplement Figure II). At baseline in sinus rhythm, intravenous administration of isoproterenol (1 to 2 μg · min⁻¹ · kg⁻¹) increased the sinus rate from 78±12 to 120±9 bpm (n=4, P<0.01). Interestingly, the spontaneous atrial rhythm also increased but to a lesser degree (92±10 bpm, n=3) on the administration of isoproterenol (Figure 7B; P<0.05) but not atropine (1.8 mg; data not shown; P>0.05), which suggests that the reverted normal rhythm was not mediated by vagal input. Indeed, patch-clamp experiments confirmed Iᵢ overexpression and the presence of spontaneous nodal-like APs uniquely in Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ ΔΔΔ–transduced LA cells (54.6±10.3 bpm and 16±4 pA/pF at −140 mV; Figure 7C and 7D), as anticipated from our guinea pig experiments. By contrast, control LA cells were silent but excitable and had no Iᵢ (0±0 bpm and 0±0 pA/pF; P<0.01). Control and transduced LA CMs had identical Iᵢ (−0.85±0.25 pA/pF at −150 mV; P<0.05; Figure 7D). The reduced Iᵢ in LA myocytes compared with LV myocytes allows for more manifest effect of virally transduced Iᵢ on diastolic depolarization. When monitored over the same period, neither stable spontaneous atrial rhythm nor Iᵢ was observed in control SSS animals (n=6: 2 uninjected, 2 Ad-CGI–injected, and 2 saline-injected), which indicates that the results observed were not induced by the injection procedure per se.

To confirm the precise pacing origin, we investigated the atrial activation pattern of Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ ΔΔΔ–transduced SSS animals using electroanatomic mapping.²⁷ For control (nonablated or sham SSS animals injected with Ad-CGI or saline), endocardial electrical activation was initiated either from the native SA node or the implanted lead, respectively, as anticipated (Figure 8A and 8B). By contrast, activation of Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ ΔΔΔ–injected porcine hearts originated from the injection site in the LA appendage, with the RA activating last (Figure 8C). The average atrial endocardial activation time was 101±21 ms. Interestingly, this “reversed” activation pattern reverted to those of controls when mapping was performed with device-driven RA pacing at 10 to 15 bpm faster than the spontaneous Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ ΔΔΔ–induced LA rhythm (Figure 8D): The earliest electrical activation was once again at the high anterolateral RA, which then propagated to the LA with an activation time of 110±32 ms. Immunohistochemical experiments confirmed the localized expression of GFP at the focal injection site (Figure 6B through 6D).

Discussion
Malfunction or loss of sinus node pacemaker cells due to disease or aging often necessitates the implantation of electronic pacemakers. Although effective, the use of such devices may be associated with significant health risks (eg, infection or death), expenditure, and the need for periodic battery and lead replacements. Furthermore, their implementation is particularly difficult for young patients whose hearts are small and growing. The native SA node, the function of which is the sum of a repertoire of numerous ionic mechanisms involving the absence of Iᵢ,²⁶ the presence of IKᵢ, ryanodine receptor, and Na⁺-Ca²⁺ exchanger,²⁸ for example, is a complex structure that consists of a gradient of a few thousand nodal cells with a range of phenotypic properties and anatomic boundary effects.²⁹ In the present study, we demonstrate that overexpressing a single bioengineered HCN construct of relatively few CMs is sufficient to regenerate a
Figure 8. Anterior (left) and posterior (right) view of 3D electroanatomic maps of (A) control (nonablated) animal, (B) SSS animal during RA pacing, and (C) SSS animal after Ad-CGI-HCN1-H9004 injection demonstrate the atrial endocardial activation patterns in each condition. The borders of the intra-atrial septum were tagged with black spots and connected with white dotted lines to delineate the RA and LA. During sinus rhythm in the control animal, the earliest endocardial activation, initiated in the junction between the superior vena cava (SVC) and RA (red), propagated to the LA (blue-purple). In the SSS animal during RA pacing, the earliest endocardial activation was initiated in the high anterolateral RA (red, asterisk in B) adjacent to the SVC. It then propagated to the LA appendage (LAA) and IVC (blue-purple).
spontaneous LA rhythms observed after Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ gene transfer, earliest endocardial activation was initiated at the Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ injection sites (white arrows) and propagated to the RA appendage (RAA), SVC, and IVC (blue-purple). D, Anterior view of 3D electroanatomic maps of SSS animal after Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ injection during spontaneous LA rhythm (left) and RA pacing (right). During RA overdrive pacing, the earliest endocardial activation shifted from the LAA (red, left) to the pacing site in the RA appendage (red, right).
functional bio-SA node in the atrium that stably fires at a physiological rate capable of substituting or supplementing electronic devices in a large SSS animal model with anatomic and physiological features highly relevant to humans. Furthermore, our observation that Ad-CGI-HCN1–ΔΔΔ–induced rhythms can be overridden suggests that gene-based biological pacemakers, like electronic pacemakers, can be “programmed” to activate only after the heart rate has fallen below a preset level by fine-tuning the gating properties of \( I_f \). That said, HCN1–ΔΔΔ is unlikely to be the future choice of therapy given that HCN1 is least sensitive to cAMP and thus neurohormonal regulation. Nonetheless, the present data demonstrate that engineered HCN channels are better candidates for future potential gene-based therapies of SSS, extending previous findings with WT channels.

In addition to HCN overexpression, at least 2 other approaches have been attempted to induce ectopic pacing activity. These include overexpression of \( \beta_2 \)-adrenergic receptors in the atria\(^{31} \) and genetic suppression of ventricular \( I_K \).\(^{26,32} \) Somatic gene transfer of the dominant-negative construct Kir2.1-AAA in adult guinea pig ventricular myocytes suppressed \( I_K \), expression (by \( \approx 80\% \)), leading to the conversion of quiescent ventricular myocytes into “nodal-like” cells in a manner analogous to the Ad-HCN1–ΔΔΔ-transduced cells described here. However, Kir2.1AAA-induced ventricular automaticity, similar to that caused by \( \mathrm{Ba}^{2+} \) blockade of \( I_K \), was much slower than the normal heart rate, and as such was suboptimal for acting as a reliable biological pacemaker.

In other words, \( I_K \) acts in a binary fashion to facilitate automaticity without providing a direct means to modulate the induced firing rate required for everyday activities. The present results demonstrate that regulatable ectopic cardiac pacing can be better achieved by modulating a genuine pacemaker current (\( I_f \)) rather than by suppressing an inhibitor of spontaneous membrane depolarization.

Although overexpression of WT HCN2 alone did not induce automaticity in isolated cells,\(^{18} \) it was capable of inducing a slow rhythm when overexpressed in the left bundle branch of animals exposed to vagally mediated sinus arrest.\(^{23,34} \) It is plausible that the \( V_{\text{m}} \) of the HCN2-induced \( I_f \) (\( \sim 96 \) versus \( -61.9 \) mV in our case) was below the threshold required to cause active pacing in single LV cells.\(^{20} \) As such, the hurdle of achieving an expressed current that resembles native \( I_f \), the interacting accessory subunits and other modulatory factors of which remain to be fully identified, was overcome in the present study by protein engineering. Although the present study has direct clinical implications, adenoviral vectors are unlikely to be used as the delivery vehicle. This is because although their transduction efficiency is typically high, adenovirus-mediated transgene expression is transient. Previous in vivo adenoviral gene transfer studies have reported an expression profile that peaks at \( \approx 1 \) week, plateaus, then declines for a period of \( \approx 3 \) to 5 weeks. By week 10, no transgene expression could be detected. Our in vivo swine experiments were designed to study the resultant functional consequences during the plateau phase (ie, 1 to 2 weeks after injection) so as to better reflect the outcome achieved by persistent genetic modification. Long-term effects (eg, electrical remodeling) of our approach can be studied with adeno-associated virus, the transgene of which is incorporated into the recipient genome for permanent modification, although a disadvantage is that transgene integration is random and may lead to deleterious consequences. Alternatively, ex vivo genetic modification, as previously demonstrated in human mesenchymal stem cells\(^{35} \) and human embryonic stem cell–derived CMs\(^{24,36} \) followed by detailed genetic analysis before cell transplantation is another attractive option.

Collectively, the present study provides a pragmatic basic and translational platform for constructing gene- or cell-based (eg, embryonic stem cell–derived) pacemakers\(^{24,36} \) with a range of customized basal oscillation frequency and/or drug sensitivity using engineered ion channels. Such a biological approach is advantageous over electronic devices by maintaining the in vivo responsiveness of pacing to endogenous neuronal and hormonal inputs. We conclude that engineered HCN channels offer a flexible approach to induce and fine-tune pacing. The present results provide important functional and mechanistic insights into cardiac automaticity and have brought closer a potential gene-based therapy for correcting defects in cardiac impulse generation.
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Before
Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ injection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Counters</th>
<th>Date of Last Reset</th>
<th>19-MAR-2005</th>
<th>Since Last Reset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atrial</td>
<td>Paced</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sensing</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATR Switches</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventricular</td>
<td>Paced</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>278.5k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sensing</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>1.3M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single or Double PVCs</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three or More PVCs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tachy Detectors</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After
Ad-CGI-HCN1-ΔΔΔ injection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Counters</th>
<th>Date of Last Reset</th>
<th>02-APR-2005</th>
<th>Since Last Reset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atrial</td>
<td>Paced</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sensing</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATR Switches</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventricular</td>
<td>Paced</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sensing</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.7M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single or Double PVCs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three or More PVCs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tachy Detectors</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2